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The Vampire Genevieve
The vampire queen Neferata plots to create a new
empire. Neferata is a queen without a kingdom.
Lahmia has fallen, her vampire children have
scattered and she is reduced to draining blood from
the beasts of the mountains. After a chance
encounter with a party of dwarfs, she sets her sights
on a capital for her new empire – the stronghold of
Silver Pinnacle. She calls her allies to battle – but can
she truly trust Ushoran, Lord of Masks, and his bestial
Strigoi vampires?

Saturnine
Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay takes your customers
back to the Old World. Get the gang together, create
your (anti)heroes, and set off to make your way
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through the vile corruption, scheming plotters and
terrifying creatures intent on destruction. The
Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay Rulebook contains
everything you need for grim and perilous roleplaying
adventures in the Old World. 320 page full color
hardcover

Deathwatch
Karak Azgal is a background book that is a must for
roleplaying officiandos. Karak Azgal was once a rich
Dwarf hold, but it fell to the forces of chaos. A dragon
moved in, and dug out much of the treasure hidden in
the dungeon to form a horde. This dragon was slain,
over a thousand years ago by a Dwarf named Skalf.
He claimed the treasure, and ownership of Karak
Azgal. He realised the hold was too infested to clear
out, so he built an enclave above the Hold and set up
court there. A city has now grown up, rich from the
treasures brought up by adventurers. The dwarfs
encourage folk to go down there and recover their
ancestors goods (and tax the hell out of them for
doing so) but aren't too fussed about clearing it
themselves- Dwarfs take the long view that one day
the Goblins that live down there will go extinct, and
when they do, all the gold down there will come back
into Dwarf hands. They are, in fact being very
generous in allowing folk to go down there and bring
it back up- why, they might even get to keep 10% of
it! That's practically giving it away¿ The city setting of
Karak Azgal is perfect for Dwarf gags, intrigue and
numerous excuses to be sent into the dungeon. It
should be richly populated with interesting
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characters, and should logically extrapolate what
happens to a city that has grown up on a treasure
horde- for example, " everything's very expensive- if
you don't haven any money, you can always take an
advance on what you're about to earn¿just sign here
(think record company) " No one bothers to learn your
name until you've been down and back out a couple
of times. " Dungeoneering teams are commissioned
to map areas. " There are 'recovery outfits' that
specialise in finding ancestral treasure. " People bet
on the dungeoneering teams. " You can pay for your
funeral in advance should you not make it out "
Tavern/first aid outposts have grown up over the air
shafts that lead deep into the hold- complete with
winches, tax specialists, and healers, bookies,
recruiting sergeants, touting guides and roaring drunk
dwarfs. " Dwarfs tracking down and sealing any
'secret' non-dwarf controlled entrances to Karak Azgal
Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay (WFRP or WHFRP) is a
roleplaying system created by Games Workshop. It is
set in the Old World, which bears some resemblance
to late medieval / renaissance Europe. The world is
threatened by the forces of Chaos. The major power
in the Old World is the Empire, in which most of the
adventures are located. The Empire itself is a country
full of intrigue, conspiracies, and dark plots. BL
Publishing is the publishing wing of the world famous
Games Workshop group of companies. As well as its
new Black Industries imprint, the division is also home
to the Black Library, which has been producing bestselling and award-winning novels, comics and
artbooks set in the worlds of Warhammer since 1997.
It also includes the Black Flame fiction imprint for nonWarhammer titles, and Warhammer Historical
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Wargames. Warhammer Fantasy Battle was originally
published in 1986 and subsequently licensed to
Hogshead Publishing. This is the second edition of
Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay.

Warhammer Armies
Fifteen Hours
Deathwatch is a roleplaying game set in the
Warhammer 40,000 universe, where you take on the
role of a member of the Adeptus Astartes - the
devout, bio-engineered super-soldiers also known as
Space Marines. Only the most exceptional candidates
from the fighting forces of the Adeptus Astartes are
invited to join the Deathwatch, and take on a new
oath to safeguard the Imperium from the darkest of
threats. United in this newly forged brotherhood, all
Deathwatch Marines must learn to put aside their
differences and work together to succeed in the most
extraordinary operations - whether facing the threat
of total annihilation when confronted by implacable
alien foes, or fighting against the foul daemon
menace that crawls forth hungrily from beyond the
Warp. Deathwatch offers a brand-new roleplaying
experience by focusing on elite, special-missions style
action at the furthest fringes of Imperial space,
involving some of the greatest heroes and deadliest
opponents the Warhammer 40,000 universe has to
offer!

Warriors of Chaos
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The amazing art from the studios of Games Workshop
has long served as an inspiration to fans from the
'Warhammer' game, as well as fantasy artists around
the world. This book features the very best
'Warhammer' fantasy art.

Basic Contract Law
Hank was a dying breed on the space station
Belvaille. The criminal gangs that had once made
their homes there were forced out by the corporations
that had taken over since the facility became an
Independent Protectorate. Instead of the gentlemanly
gang wars that had once dominated the scene, and
made Hank's services prized as a negotiator, the city
was now plagued by the clash of corporate armies
using heavy weapons. Even tanks roamed the streets
regularly. Most everyone from the olden days had
either fled the station or was killed due to the
organizational changes. Changes that Hank personally
brought about when he had negotiated Belvaille's
status with the Navy. As Hank contemplates whether
he can survive in this increasingly hostile
environment, he realizes that things aren't as bad as
they seem--they are quite a bit worse. The constant
power plays among corporations might have further
reach than just the alleys of a backwater space
station at the edge of the galaxy.

Warhammer 40,000
Hard Luck Hank
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Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay Character
Record Pack
Back by popular demand! The omnibus edition of Jack
Yeovil's four classic Vampire Genevieve novels:
Drachenfels, Genevieve Undead, Beasts in Velvet and
Silver Nails.

God of Battles
"Warhammer fantasy roleplay is a complete game. All
you need to play is this book, some dice, and a group
of friends."--Cover back.

Warhammer Armies
Roleplaying games.

Codex
Gloomspite Gitz
An indispensable and comprehensive sourcebook for
games masters and players of the world-renowned
Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay contains new
adventures and background information.

Karak Azgal
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Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay Realms of
Sorcery
Book 4 in the Global best selling The Horus Heresy:
Siege of Terra series. The Traitor Host of Horus
Lupercal tightens its iron grip on the Palace of Terra,
and one by one the walls and bastions begin to
crumple and collapse. Rogal Dorn, Praetorian of Terra,
redoubles his efforts to keep the relentless enemy at
bay, but his forces are vastly outnumbered and
hopelessly outgunned. Dorn simply cannot defend
everything. Any chance of survival now requires
sacrifice, but what battles dare he lose so that others
can be won? Is there one tactical stroke, one crucial
combat, that could turn the tide forever and win the
war outright?

The Art of Warhammer
As war splits the galaxy, the Emperor toils in the
vaults beneath the Imperial Palace. But his great work
is in peril, and the forces of Chaos are closing in…
While Horus’ rebellion burns across the galaxy, a very
different kind of war rages beneath the Imperial
Palace. The ‘Ten Thousand’ Custodian Guard, along
with the Sisters of Silence and the Mechanicum forces
of Fabricator General Kane, fight to control the nexus
points of the ancient eldar webway that lie closest to
Terra, infested by daemonic entities after Magnus the
Red’s intrusion. But with traitor legionaries and
corrupted Battle Titans now counted among the
forces of Chaos, the noose around the Throneworld is
tightening, and none but the Emperor Himself can
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hope to prevail.

Stormcast Eternals
At the very birth of the Imperium of Man, fully half of
the Emperor's most trusted Space Marine Legions
turned against him in a bitter civil war. Brother fought
brother, and Mankind stood upon the very brink of
extinction. Ten thousand years after their defeat,
those same traitors still launch their black crusades
out of the Eye of Terror, intent upon nothing less than
the utter destrction of the Imperium and the death of
its weakling Emperor. This book provides an army list
and sections on background, hobby section and
special characters to accompany the game.

The Master of Mankind
God of Battles is a tabletop fantasy battle game in
which players command armies of model soldiers to
fight against each other across Aren's troubled lands.
I've tried to produce a game that is easy to learn and
quick and fun to play, but which offers many tactical
options and rewards players' skill. If you are new to all
this, I've included some hints and tips throughout the
book to help get you started. Have a look at the
Scenario section as there's a piece in there about
playing your first game, which should point you in the
right direction. If you have played tabletop battle
games before, you will find some new ideas and a few
unusual concepts in this one. They are no more
complicated than in other games, less so in fact,
they're just different. Have a game or two with only
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the Main Force part of your armies to get the hang of
it and see what you think. It's hard to judge any game
from a quick skim through the rules. Let it come alive
on the tabletop! Above all, with God of Battles I
designed the type of tabletop battle rules that I
always wanted to play, where a group of friends could
have a fun and characterful game that tells a good
story. I hope you get as many hours of enjoyment
from it as I have!

Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay 4e Core
Neferata
Dark Heresy
An inexperienced soldier receives his first taste of the
horrors of combat against the monstrous orks on the
nightmarish, futuristic battlefields of the Warhammer
40,000 world. Original.
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